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banjima people
Banjima people have a strong spiritual, physical and cultural connection to the Pilbara region and landscape. Their rich cultural
and historical indigenous heritage exists in natural features such as the Manggurdu (Fortescue River and floodplain), Karijini and
Birdirrla Ranges, Wirlawali Creek landscapes and rock formations where people, animals and characters left traces of their
journey across the landscape. These places are valuable because of mythological lore; because of past and current use as
meeting places for special ceremonies; as burial grounds for ancestors; or as places where culture and history was recorded
through rock art. The location of these important cultural sites within the natural landscape means there is considerable overlap
between Aboriginal and natural heritage on Banjima country.

Figure 2: Banjima elders with Federal Court Justice
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Maitland Parker, Banjima elder, said on learning of the
determination outcome, “We have fought for this for a
long time, so to be recognised as traditional owners is
very rewarding. Our elders have taught us all of the
things we needed to get our determination. They have
taught us our law, language and culture, which we will
pass on our young people.”
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about this plan
The Banjima community has been working for many years to create a shared vision that protects country, culture and connects
their people to traditional lore and language.
The planning and engagement process has enabled Banjima People to develop the Banjima Yurlubajagu Strategic Plan to describe
their community vision and identify the country and cultural values in the landscape that they wish to protect.
The Banjima Yurlubajagu Strategic Plan gives strategic context and a plan of management for the achievement of the Banjima
vision with the establishment of Banjima Country Management and ranger program to implement annual works plans and support
processes for review of the effectiveness of that implementation. This 10-year strategic plan was guided by the Banjima working
group comprised of Banjima elders and community meetings.
Banjima Native Title Aboriginal Corporation commissioned this plan to direct and support Banjima country and culture outcomes.

Figure 3: Yinda (Fortescue Falls), Karijini
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introduction
Banjima country comprises more than 1,000,000 hectares of land
situated in the central Pilbara region of Western Australia. The
Banjima Yurlubajagu Strategic Plan addresses significant
conservation values including the Manggurdu (Fortescue River and
floodplain), Karijini and Birdirrla Ranges, Wirlawali Creek and
cultural values important to Banjima that help the community to
look after country.
Following a protracted legal process, Native Title was determined
in 2014 and provides Banjima Native Title Aboriginal Corporation
RNTBC (BNTAC) authority to administer land on behalf of the
Banjima People and exert their exclusive and non-exclusive rights
and interests in collaboration with others. In addition to BNTAC
establishing their overarching strategic plan for the RNTBC
organisation, they commissioned this Banjima Yurlubajagu Strategic
Plan of management to directly address long held country and
culture targets.
Banjima Country Management is the BNTAC entity to be developed in
the region to support Banjima ranger employment initiatives and onground implementation activities that will help protect land and
waters, cultural lore and language. Banjima Country Management
will be the primary instrument for BNTAC to professionally manage
country and culture, work in partnerships and meet Banjima
community aspirations and expectations as set out in the plan.
This Banjima Yurlubajagu Strategic Plan has been developed to guide
Banjima Country Management for the next 10-yrs (2016-2026).
Figure 4: Dales Gorge sunrise, Karijini
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our vision
Banjima Country is a model for language, cultural lore, land and water management, demonstrating successful
methods of cultural restoration and land management in Manggurdu and floodplain, Wirlawali Creek, Karijini and
Birdirrla Ranges to increase population viability of native species and their habitats by Banjima people in
partnership with other organisations, corporations and agencies.

Figure 5: Banjima Native Title Determination, Karijini
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where is the plan for?
This Banjima Yurlubajagu Strategic Plan
covers the Banjima Native Title Aboriginal
Corporation (BNTAC) claim area in the central
Pilbara region of Western Australia, partly
encompassing the northeastern portion of the
Karijini National Park.
Banjima country is 1,400 kilometers north of
Perth centred on Karijini National Park and
Manggurdu (Fortescue River and floodplain)
and extends to Birdirrla (Chichester Ranges)
and Wirlawali Creek.
Banjima lands and waters are home to many
sacred sites including ancient stone engravings
and the gorges, which have spiritual
significance and are governed by customary
laws.
The Federal Court of Australia's native title
determination in 2014 shows that Banjima
country exceeds 10,000 square kilometres or 1
million hectares and mostly comprises
Banjima's non exclusive rights and interests
and some areas of exclusive possession.

Figure 6: Central Pilbara region
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the region
The Pilbara biogeographic region of Western Australia has a wealth of biodiversity and other environmental values, evidenced by
its diverse range of terrestrial, aquatic and marine landscapes, numerous flora and fauna species and communities, nationally
listed wetlands, and ecological features endemic to the region. In addition to being one of 15 biodiversity hotspots in Australia,
the region is also one of Australia’s development hotspots, of substantial economic importance to both Western Australia and
Australia, and with the current and future development of mining and infrastructure development set to continue, it has been
recommended that a strategic plan for biodiversity conservation be developed for the region (EPA 2014). The Pilbara IBRA region
is approximately 179,000 square kilometres in size and is characterised by ancient and striking landscapes. Banjima country
extends over 10,000 square kilometers and across three of the four IBRA subregions – the Fortescue, Hamersley and Chichester.

Figure 7: Dales Gorge, Karijini
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The Pilbara has a diversity of habitats, including mangroves, grassland savannahs, mountain ranges, gorges, wetlands and
tropical woodlands. It is an area of very high biodiversity value, possessing high species richness, and many endemic flora and
fauna species. It has 150 conservation significant flora species, the greatest reptile diversity in Western Australia, contains the
richest known groundwater fauna diversity in Australia and is identified as one of only fifteen national biodiversity hotspots.
The rich faunal diversity of the Pilbara is still being described, with new species of
vertebrates as well as large numbers of terrestrial and aquatic invertebrates being
discovered. The high reptile diversity includes the greatest number of gecko species
in Australia as well as high numbers of goannas, dragons and skink species. Terrestrial
invertebrates show high levels of diversity and endemism with 375 species of ground
dwelling spiders and 429 beetle species.
The Pilbara contains the richest known groundwater and cave-dwelling faunal
diversity in Australia with over 1,000 species. Although the Pilbara is in the arid zone
it has an abundance of wetlands, ranging from springs and river pools to salt marshes,
claypans, and rockpools. This high richness is considered to reflect the abundance of
consistently fresh, permanent water maintained by freshwater aquifers. Of particular
importance are the many groups of rare species that are restricted to a limited range
of springs and spring-fed pools including those found only on Banjima country.
The ancient iron ore deposits of the Pilbara often support unique biodiversity values
not present elsewhere in the region. Many of the links between the underlying
geology and the biodiversity are still unknown.

Figure 8: Petroglyph (rock art) on Banjima
country
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relationship to others
There are many plans, programs, reports and agreements in the Pilbara region governing land and water management that have
the potential to influence or be influenced by the Banjima Yurlubajagu Strategic Plan:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Banjima Native Title Aboriginal Corporation RNTBC Strategic Plan (draft)
DPaW Karijini National Park Management Plan
CSIRO Priority threat management for Pilbara species of
conservation significance
BHP Billiton Comprehensive Agreement with BNTAC
Rio Tinto Iron Ore Comprehensive Agreement (proposed)
BHP Billiton Strategic Environmental Assessment (proposed)
Greening Australia Conservation Action Plan for the Pilbara
Bioregion (draft)
EPA Advisory: Cumulative environmental impacts of development
in the Pilbara region
FMG Fortescue Marshes Management Plan
RTIO Weeli Wolli Creek Co-management Board (Living Waters)
WA Government Wittenoom Closure Steering Committee
PDC Pilbara Regional Investment Blueprint
Pilbara Corridors program

Banjima people are committed to work in partnership with other
organisations, corporations and agencies whereby support can be given
to achieving Banjima's vision.

Figure 9: Karijini

Banjima elder and Banjima Native Title Aboriginal Corporation chairman, Slim Parker on the signing of the
Comprehensive Agreement with BHP Billiton, “This agreement provides for the Banjima people to be able to take
control of their destiny, their future, and to be able to sustain themselves through their teaching of their language,
law and culture.”

Banjima Yurlubajagu Strategic Plan
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using the plan
The Banjima Yurlubajagu Strategic Plan will help achieve
Banjima peoples' vision and goals for how their country might be
managed into the future.
The Plan talks about the important things that Banjima People
want to look after on Banjima country, their Assets. For each
asset, a rating is given that describes how healthy Banjima
people think it is. This will help them to check whether their
Plan is working over time.
The Plan then lists the problems or 'Management Issues' facing
Banjima country. For each issue, a rating is given that describes
how bad the issue is, and will help check if the Plan is helping to
reduce the issues.
The Plan then lists the projects Banjima People want to set up
to help care for and improve the Assets and to get rid of or
reduce the Management Issues. For each project the plan talks
about the Assets and Management Issues that the project is
trying to help. Each project also has clear Objectives that tell us
exactly what Banjima people want the project to achieve.
An important part of the Plan is that it helps show how to
monitor how the Plan is implemented, how effective each
project is, and the status of each of the Assets and Management
Issues. This will tell Banjima people whether the Plan is being
put into practice and whether it is working for Banjima People
Figure 10: How the plan fits together
and Banjima country.

Banjima Yurlubajagu Strategic Plan
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what needs to be done first?
This Banjima Yurlubajagu Strategic Plan is all about achieving the Banjima people's vision on all Banjima country, but it needs to
clearly set out what needs to be done first. This Plan will be put in place through ten Projects, detailed in this plan. These
projects need to start with the following:

Banjima Yurlubajagu Strategic Plan
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Banjima assets, management issues and main projects
This diagram illustrates the current situation on Banjima Country. The key assets, the focus of our activities, are identified on
the left-hand side in green ovals. The management issues facing these assets are shown in pink boxes. The projects identified to
manage Banjima's assets are then listed.

Banjima Yurlubajagu Strategic Plan
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what makes banjima country healthy?
To Banjima people, all Banjima country is important,
and there are lots of things about country that are
valued: the animals and plants; the landscape; the
water; and the connection to culture. All these things
have great cultural and spiritual importance, and
Banjima People have stories about many of these things
that help in understanding them and keeping them
healthy.

Assets
Described below)

Current Health
2016

Desired Health
2021

Yinda Water and Gorge Good
Springs

Good

Karijini and Birdirrla
Ranges

Good

Good

In order to create a plan that will enable resources to
be focused on key issues, eight Assets have been
identified. For Banjima country to be healthy, these
eight Assets need to be healthy. The Assets are listed
here and described in detail below.

Manggurdu

Fair

Good

Banjima Wellbeing

Poor

Fair

The plan looks at each of the Assets to determine how
to measure its "health" over time, and then identifies
how the asset is doing today and what a "healthy state"
might look like. This helps to identify which of the
Assets are most in need of immediate attention, and to
measure success over time. The Status ratings are
derived by rolling up measurements for underlying
indicators in the Monitoring Plan (described later).

Bush Mandu

Poor

Fair

Bush Plants

Good

Good

Banjima Physical
Heritage

Good

Good

Cultural and
Fair
Legend: Very Good - Desirable health; work might not
Traditional Knowledge
be needed for maintenance.; Good - Acceptable health;
some work will be needed for maintenance; Fair Table 1: Current and proposed asset health
Unacceptable health; needs a lot of work and
intervention; Poor - Restoration increasingly difficult;
result in loss of asset.
Banjima Yurlubajagu Strategic Plan
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Yinda
Goal: Yinda water and gorge springs on
Banjima country are maintained in
good condition and Banjima rangers
actively look after water by 2021
The main resource on Banjima country
is water and it is an important cultural responsibility to keep
country pure, especially the water in country.
The Karijini and Birdirrla ranges have many gorges that
contain yinda ‘permanent water’, which is otherwise scarce in
the region. The yinda and watercourses associated with these
ranges and gorges on Banjima country hold extensive
permanent spring-fed streams attracting and sustaining rare
Figure 11: Yinda in Dales Gorge, Karijini
plants and animals. Many fire intolerant species are only
found in these important places.

Alec Tucker, Banjima elder, "With knowledge
handed down, Banjima know the seasons, the
water flows, animals and the plants."

Banjima Yurlubajagu Strategic Plan

Cultural practices determine Banjima people’s access to yinda, for example
jarri ‘caves’ are significant sites that are special to Banjima people and
they should not go near unless it is their own jarri. It is okay for a person to
go to a yinda if they perform the Ullururujgarlu ritual, unless they are boys
that have just been through the Law, as they are not allowed to go to any
yinda. There are certain animals that cannot be eaten prior to approaching
yinda and if, for example a person eats bajarri ‘hill kangaroo’ or
gurrumanthu ‘goanna’, the thurru ‘spiritual snake’ will get angry with
them.
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Thurru is dangerous. It can bring a
big wind if you don’t greet the
thurru in the proper way. To
access yinda, you must get water
from that place where that thurru
is, take the water in your mouth
and then blow it out into that
yinda. Banjima people call that
blowing out of water
Ullururujgarlu, which means they
are letting the Kajarling ‘water
snake’ know that they are there.
They blow that water first and
then they say Ngurrara yurlu baja,
‘This is my country’.
Banjima elders identify yinda
water and gorge springs as
culturally significant places of the
highest order and knowledge is
taught by the old people to know
where yinda exists, their language
place names and how to look after
them.

Figure 12: Yinda (Fern Pool), Karijini

Banjima Yurlubajagu Strategic Plan
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Cultural and Traditional Knowledge
Goal: In 10-yrs Banjima people continue to attend to cultural law business and maintain the hierarchy of
law to pass onto the next generations
Excerpt of transcription taken from the Federal Court of Australia's determination hearing and Slim
Parker's welcome to country, addressing the court:
"We as people, the Marditja Banjima
people we have our marni, our symbol. Now what I’ve just
spoken in my language we present to you about our country
Yurlu through our dreamtime stories given to us the Pantikura
Mungurdu Banjima Marditja Banjima people who are
descendants of Wirlimarra and Pirripuri by the creator
(Mullanburra) Mingala Mama when the world was NgulungJamu, when the world was soft. The term mythical spiritual
beings, the Badu gutharra who created the Mungunba Banjima
lore culture and custom practices. And that’s what we will
present as evidence in the next couple of days here and where
else we travel. We do it where it's proposed in Banjima
country in our country. Thank you honourable Judge."
There is a hierarchy in the lore. When Banjima people talk
Figure 13: Banjima ceremony
about stories in Banjima lore on the men’s side they talk about
those things together amongst themselves. The fathers speak and give direction and sons follow and carry them out. The people
hold those stories together, that’s how it works in the warlijingka lore and when the court comes the

Banjima Yurlubajagu Strategic Plan
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Alec Tucker, Banjima elder, on hearing of the
determination result, "This is a joyful day for us. We've
been looking forward to this for a long time," he said.
"We've been waiting for so long. We know its Banjima
country, it's my grandfather's country, my father's
country, I think the old people would be happy about
today.”

Banjima people need to tell those stories in the lore the
proper way, together.
Women’s roles are in ceremony, include collecting plants,
making bush medicine, teaching girls, looking after the camp
etc. Women’s business is just as strong as men’s in Banjima
country. Banjima men are happy to have the women consulted
and involved and that’s the way it should be.
Permissions help to identify those areas that may be restricted
to men and women and those that are sacred sites. Thugurrba
(initiation grounds) are well known to the Banjima people who Figure 14: Petroglyph (rock art) on Banjima country
strictly observe access rules at Nulu places (women
prohibited) and don’t go there unless they are involved in lore business. Banjima lore is a very strong with ceremonies at
Youngaleena and Cane River and Five Mile. For old people, it is to look after country and their songs are a cycle moving through
the country. Men and women both have strong lore and neither interferes with the other. Men and women both have strong
business that is conducted together, with their own roles, and sometimes in separate ceremonies. You can’t have one without
the other.
The correct term for the Fortescue Banjima is Marditja, which is the river, the whole Fortescue floodplain. The Parker, Tuckers
and Long families are Marditja Banjima, and all are aware of who belongs in the Fortescue group. They have a very strong sense
of identity.
Banjima Yurlubajagu Strategic Plan
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Banjima Physical Heritage
Goal: In 5-yrs have recorded a 'good' understanding of the location and condition of Cultural Places,
Heritage and Resources on all of Banjima country
Banjima country has places that are culturally very important sacred sites. Looking after and respecting Banjima country is the
people’s responsibility and responding to mining company
activities requires great cultural sensitivity.
Banjima Country Management will build Banjima
capacity to manage mining-related impacts by
working with elders to learn cultural lore, training
rangers to conduct cultural heritage surveys and
monitor ground disturbing activities.
Figure 15: Karijini Visitor Centre

Banjima people are careful when
working for cultural heritage survey teams. If the women come out on surveys they will stay
in the car, check out the area first for men’s sites and if that area is clear they let them
come behind. You are supposed to be a man before you do cultural heritage surveys so that
you know about things and can talk about them. Caution is derived from Banjima history
with mine companies that have destroyed important and culturally significant caves and
who ignored elders’ advice whose responsibility to protect country.
Figure 16: Artefacts displayed at Karijini
Visitor Centre

Maitland Parker, Banjima elder, "Objects that
we use in ceremony or whatever it is in
regards to all our artefacts, the shield,
boomerangs, the dancing sticks when we do
corroboree, they take that dancing sticks
there."
Banjima Yurlubajagu Strategic Plan

Cultural artefacts have been accumulated over time
and Banjima's Keeping Place is to be developed that
will properly store and present physical cultural heritage on Banjima lands.
Significant cultural information has also been gathered as is to be managed as
part of the Keeping Place project for Banjima people to take over
responsibility for holding this knowledge, mostly held in mine company
databases, and communicating with Banjima community and general public.
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Figure 17: Exclusion zones protecting Banjima physical cultural heritage
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Karijini and Birdirrla Ranges
Goal: In 10-yrs the Karijini and Birdirrla Ranges are maintained in good condition and mine development
impacts are strictly limited and minimised
Karijini is
the Banjima
name for
the
Hamersley ranges. Birdirrla is the
name given to the Chichester ranges
and upland plateau. Banjima
country follows the water where it
flows from Birdirrla south into the
Manggurdu (Fortescue River and
floodplain) and northern water
flows off the steeply incised Karijini
Ranges.
The ranges consist mostly of rugged,
sparsely vegetated hills rising to
1,250 metres with many gorges
containing numerous permanent
water, which is otherwise scarce in
the region. The Karijini gorges vary
from wide, open-sided valleys to
narrow gorges with precipitous cliffs
and deep yindas ‘permanent
water’. The vegetation of these
systems is typically hummock
grasses that occur on nearly all
hills, ridges and ranges on Banjima
Figure 18: Karijini landscape
country.
Banjima Yurlubajagu Strategic Plan
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Western Australia’s iron ore industry is largely centred on Banjima
country and requires significant Banjima resources to engage mining
companies and work to limit the impacts on-country and protect
culture. Ngambigunha (Wittenoom gorge) remains a mine legacy issue
with hazardous asbestos mine tailings present in the environment
that continue to limit Banjima access and risks Banjima health and
wellbeing.
The Pilbara inland mountain ranges have long been recognised as
significant places with increasingly larger parts of Banjima country
being formally protected by the Western Australian government since
1969. Karijini National Park was created in 1991 and attracts over
300,000 visitors each year, including many international tourists, who
are introduced to Banjima culture by attending the visitor centre.
Banjima people have worked with park managers for many years to
look after country and future Banjima Country Management
activities, including Banjima rangers, expect to continue to work for
country and meet the growing community demands for Aboriginal
cultural experiences.

Figure 19: Karijini landscape

Karijini is an important focus for Banjima to develop infrastructure
that supports the homeland movement for people to live on-country
and to better protect cultural sites and manage Banjima heritage
assets.

Slim Parker, Banjima elder, "The name Karijini is our Aboriginal word for a part of the Hamersley Ranges where our
traditional land is situated. There is a Barlkabi song about that hill which my old grandfather Maarli Paddy Long deceased, a
Nyiyiparli, sang and which is still sung today.”

Banjima Yurlubajagu Strategic Plan
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Banjima Wellbeing
Goal: Banjima children and grandchildren have
good knowledge of bush ways, language and
stories and increasingly passing them on to their
children
Banjima people knowing cultural lore means they
know what to eat and what not to eat and how to
practise the good medicine of that country, knowing that you can cure
your people, source food, shelter and be a big provider - cultural lore
ties in with everything.
Jilbana means in language places where food can grow strong on Banjima
country. Jilbanas are known to flourish around the yindas and throughout Figure 20: Elder Maitland Parker, Karijini
Karijini. For Banjima, it is important to be familiar with what is in the
country, like Jilbaba places where knowledge of the Banjima lore, customs and country guides people to be able to survive in
country and preserve Banjima country for the next generation of Banjima children. That is part of life in Banjima country.
Banjima wellbeing relies on connection to country and the use of language, the
practice of cultural lore and protecting important land and waters that will be passed
onto future generations. Banjima Country Management will connect people to country
by employing Banjima people to manage their own country, to undertake cultural
responsibilities and support knowledge transfer from elders to the younger
generations.

Figure 21: Welcome to Karijini Visitor Centre
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Maitland Parker, Banjima elder, referring to the NT determination, "We have
fought for this for a long time, so to be recognised as traditional owners is very
rewarding. Our elders have taught us all of the things we needed to get our
determination. They have taught us our law, language and culture, which we
will pass on our young people."
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Bush Plants
Goal: In 10-yrs Banjima country is known to have greater abundance and health of bush plants
Seasons play an important role in when it is good time for Banjima people to gather bush plants from
country.
It is important to see
the different seasons,
to recognise the same plant when they’re
seeding or flowering and know the stage in
the plant cycle. They tell you things as well,
like when the gajawari ‘wild orange’ is
fruiting; it is a good time to get emu there,
because they’ll come to eat it. The gajawari
plant grows all through Banjima country as
does the jilybugarri ‘wild passionfruit’,
garlumbu ‘wild tomato’, garlburla ‘wild
banana’, bunga ‘type of berry’, jandaru ‘wild
honey’ and malha ‘honeycomb’. Rain and
climate can affect the seasons and bush
plants are not predictable, so Banjima people
need to be on country to see what stage they
are in.
Some of the bush medicines you get on
Banjima country include marda which means
'blood' in language, and is the red sap found
in the gumtree used for cleaning your inside
organs, especially good for your kidneys.
Jami nhirdi is a bush medicine used for colds
and sickness and is prepared by boiling the
fruit and inhaling the aromas. There are
Banjima Yurlubajagu Strategic Plan

Figure 22: Bush Plants, Birdirrla
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different jami used for bush medicine. Another bush
plant Banjima regularly target is the birrungu tree, as
when it’s flowering you can smell it from a distance,
especially when there are lots of them together. The
bark itself produces soap, if you soak it in water for a
bit and it’s good for hygiene and with the leaves, you
boil them, and use the water to wash, it’s for cleaning
and it smells nice.
Mulumulu ‘mulla mulla’ flowers are a Banjima women's
resource to help construct sleeping pillows and are able
to vary the hardness to match people's comfort needs.
Food sources are both Banjima men’s and women’s
business and it is the role of all Banjima people to look
after country by burning as they move through the
country, bringing fresh plants and replenish food and
medicines on-country.
Figure 23: Ngarrgarla (Gum), Birdirrla

This knowledge has been passed down from elders, both men and women, and is part of
the cycle of moving through country - people look after country and country looks after
people.

Ronelle Hicks, Banjima elder, "My grandmother talked to me about different
Jami's that are used for medicine.”
Figure 24: Kajawari (Wild Orange)
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Bush Mandu
Goals: Mandu (bush meats) are always there and available where and when Banjima people expect them
to be there
By 2026 Banjima people can regularly hunt bush Mandu in the Manggurdu catchment and provide for
family groups
Bush mandu means 'meat' in Banjima language.
Men are known as warriors and buganymarna
‘hunt’ for the bush tucker while women gather
other bush foods and resources, first for their
immediate family but also to share with the
group they are travelling with. There are
cultural rules about who can eat what animals
and the certain parts that different people can
eat.
Bardagurra ‘bush turkey’, sometimes referred
to as thurrgi, comes to burnt ground and when
binbilha ‘grasshoppers’ are around that means
there is tharragi around. The garlaya ‘emu’ is a
family sharing animal, so it’s for the whole
family. Other favoured bush mandu include
yujurli, gurrumanthu ‘types of goanna’,
gangguru, birrunmarra ‘types of kangaroo’ and
gardandarri ‘ducks’.
The seasons play an important part in when and
where you can fish the yindas. Ngambigunha
(Wittenoom gorge) and Wirlawali (Weeli Wolli
Figure 25: Bardagurra (Australian Bustard)
creek) are popular places to buganymarna the
Banjima Yurlubajagu Strategic Plan
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gabi ‘fish’ where Banjima people catch gulhamba
(freshwater perch) there and use bugs in the muddy banks
for bait sometimes. Cultural rules don't allow red
kangaroo meat to be used for bait, but Banjima can use
bajarri ‘hill kangaroo’, yidiyidira ‘cricket insect’ and
jarrgarn ‘frogs’ or you can kill birds and lizards for bait. It
is said that the spirit of the land is in the
bajiwanarra/barlgarranyungu ‘plains kangaroo’ - it is a
bad thing to use him for bait.
If a Banjima person doesn’t talk to the country, they get
nothing even if they fish all day.

Figure 26: Bungardu (Goanna)

Margaret Parker, Banjima elder, "The men will come back with meat from the bush to give to
certain ladies. And you have to go through that level as a lady till you reach that level where
you can eat that meat. If you never been through to go through that level, we say you’re a
Mitaydi cook. And if you don’t go through that, you have to keep learning, to go up that level
till the old people recognise you and then give you that pass.”
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Manggurdu
Goals: In 5-yrs Manggurdu (Fortescue Marsh) has better habitat quality and greater abundance of water
birds than in 2016 with no further mine development impacts intruding on the Marsh (EPA defined area)
In 10-yrs Manggurdu condition and diversity of species in river bed and surrounding floodplain are
improved from 2016 condition
The Manggurdu (Fortescue River and floodplain) storyline
represents the creator (Mullanburra) Minggala Mama and the
Thurru (spiritual snake) emerging from yurlu nyulyunggamu,
‘when the earth was soft’, and travelled through the country and
created the gorges and yinda ‘permanent water’ as it went.
Banjima Thurru stopped at Barguduranha and stayed there whilst
another warlu ‘snake’ kept going downstream to Yindjibarndi
country and made that place. Milimbirinha is an important yinda
where Wirlawali (Weeli Wolli Creek) meets the Manggurdu and
from where that water goes underground to Jindawirrinha
(Millstream).
Banjima believe that if the Milimbirinha is harmed the water
would dry up.
Manggurdu means 'flood' in Banjima language and refers to the
largest ephemeral wetland in the Pilbara region and is recognised
as nationally important. It is rich in plant and animal species of
high conservation value and is part of an ancient and complex
Figure 27: Manggurdu (Fortescue River and floodplain)
array of alluvial aquifers and groundwater systems. A National
Heritage listed wetland, it is proposed for the Fortescue Marsh to
be internationally recognised and listed as a RAMSAR wetland - important for conserving biological diversity. Banjima and
Nyiyaparli people both recognise the Environmental Protection Agency designated exclusion boundary mapped around the
Fortescue Marsh.
Banjima Yurlubajagu Strategic Plan
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Manggurdu is surrounded by an extensive
mining province and long-standing pastoral
industry, and Banjima hold significant
cultural importance to its health and
condition. Elders refer to the interrelationships between saltwater people,
freshwater people and red water (claypan)
people that Manggurdu connects throughout
the catchment, including the Martu desert
people to the east with Nyiyaparli, Banjima
and Yindjibarndi along the 760 kilometre
river system. Critical cultural connections
from along the Manggurdu are found on
island petroglyphs and Murujuga rock art of
the Ngarluma-Yindjibarndi, the YaburaraMardudhunera and the Woon-goo-tt-oo
peoples.

Figure 28: Manggurdu (Fortescue River and floodplain)

Throughout the Fortescue catchment there are cultural assets such as middens, burial
sites, petroglyphs, medicinal plants, fishing and food gathering sites and lore grounds.
Banjima elders say to interfere with Manggurdu risks damaging the natural water system
on which all life depends.

Figure 29: Milimbirinha yinda

Maitland Parker, Banjima elder, "From around near Milimbirinya, water there, then the stories we've been told by our
old people is the water go down, and it's all spring-fed, and runs below the ground and comes out at Millstream.
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Figure 30: Manggurdu (Fortescue River and floodplain)
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key management issues to our assets
The key
management issues
to each of our
assets have been
assessed to identify
what action is
required. The
threat ratings are
based on a
combination of
scope (the area
affected by the
threat), severity
(the degree of
damage) and
irreversibility (how
permanent the
damage is). These
ratings show our
estimates of the
issues at the last
review of the plan;
implementation of
our strategies is
aimed at reducing
the most critical
management issues.
Table 2: Management issues ranked according to significance
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Asbestos

Introduced Herbivores

The area around Wittenoom was
mainly pastoral until the 1930s when
mining began in the area. In 1947 a
mine company town was built and by
the 1950's it was Pilbara's largest
town. During the 1950s and early
1960s Wittenoom was Australia's only
supplier of blue asbestos. The town
was shut down in 1966 due to unprofitability and growing
health concerns from asbestos mining in the area. The WA
Department of Health and an accredited contaminated sites
auditor found that the detected presence of free asbestos
fibres in surface soils from sampled locations in the
Ngambingunha (Wittenoom gorge) area presented an
unacceptable public health risk. The auditor recommended
that the former town site and other impacted areas defined
in the report be classified as "Contaminated - Remediation
Required". The WA governments preferred remediation
option to managing the asbestos is to find a way to secure it
on site at Wittenoom.

(Includes donkeys, unmanaged cattle,
feral horse and camels)

Figure 32: Ngambingunha (Wittenoom) asbestos warning
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A significant portion of
Banjima country is
gazetted as pastoral land
and the conservation and
land management
practices implemented by
the pastoralist owners
are key to protecting and
managing the plants,
animals and important
habitats like Manggurdu
(Fortescue River). Early
settlers introduced a
range of grazing animals
now considered feral,
including pigs, rabbits,
camels, donkeys and
horses. Most of these
invasive herbivores occur
across all of Banjima
Figure 31: Unmanaged cattle on
country while some are
Manggurdu
confined to localised and
restricted habitats, such
as rabbits on alluvial flats associated with Manggurdu.
The main impacts of introduced herbivores are compaction
and erosion of soil, loss of grazing-sensitive plant species,
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reduced native grasses, introduction of weed seeds and
trampling of seedlings and mature plants. Widespread loss of
vegetation caused by invasive herbivores can lead to a
reduction in vegetation structure and thus habitat and food
resources for native animals, and the loss of vegetation
cover can expose small native animals to increased risk of
predation.
If areas are
subject to high
total grazing
pressure
resulting from
high livestock
and/or feral
herbivore
numbers, then
soil erosion
and ground
cover loss can
occur on these
areas, and this
may also lead Figure 33: Feral camel on Manggurdu
to further
negative impacts on waterways, and sedimentation of
wetlands and yinda habitats, including Manggurdu.

Cats
Feral cats are widespread across
the Pilbara region and Banjima
country. These feral predators are
responsible for range reductions
and population
declines of
many native
animal species
and in
particular,
small to
medium sized
mammals.
The regular
baiting of
dingoes and
Figure 34: Trapped feral cat
wild dogs in
the landscape
as a measure to protect pastoral livestock likely exacerbates
the problem of introduced feral cats, as cat behaviour
appears to be suppressed by dingoes.
Cats are very difficult to control with only limited
management options currently available to help reduce their
threat.
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Frequent + Intense
Wildfire
The majority of
the vegetation
habitats found
on Banjima
country is well
adapted to
fire. Many
plants and
animals need
regular fire as
part of their
life cycle. Too
Figure 35: Spinifex grass burning
frequent or
intense
wildfires do not allow a mosaic of unburnt and burnt patches
to occur similar to how Banjima people would have carried
fire on-country, before current land management practices
took hold.
Altered fire regimes have been implicated as one of the
causes of decline and extinctions of medium-sized mammals
in arid Australia as bad fire causes loss of understory growth
that shelters many mammals and reptiles protecting them
from predators and the loss of food resources in the
landscape.
Banjima Yurlubajagu Strategic Plan

Some Yinda
and gorge
habitats on
Banjima
country are
fire sensitive
which are
adapted
ecosystems
that do not
tolerate any
fire. They
Figure 36: Wildfire in Karijini
are refuges
for rare
plants and animals and inappropriate fire poses a significant
threat.

Government
Engagement
The Pilbara is increasingly recognised
by the international community for
its natural and cultural values as
demonstrated by the continued
increase in Karijini National Park
visitation and the proposed RAMSAR
wetland listing for Manggurdu (Fortescue River and
floodplain).
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Banjima have a long
history working with
Parks and Wildlife,
the agency that
regulates ecotourism
and park
management within
the conservation
estate at present.
Banjima country has
a mixture of
Figure 38: Visitor safety, Karijini
leasehold tenures,
mining activities and
government-managed reserves, all requiring the
government's biodiversity conservation, land use and
heritage protection laws and regulations to be adhered.
There are many threatening land and water issues to be
collaboratively addressed with government.
Banjima Country Management will need to manage relations
and work with numerous government agencies across a range
of tenures to effectively look after country and culture and
represent Banjima interests.
Figure 37: National Park ranger
engagement, Pilbara

Insufficient Funds
Banjima people are the traditional
custodians whose proper
stewardship across 1,000,000
hectares managing country and
culture is costly. Banjima Native
Title Aboriginal Corporation
RNTBC will require substantial funds to support a strong, but
dispersed Banjima community.
Banjima
Country
Management, a
land
management
unit operating
within the
BNTAC
organisation,
will require
significant
funds to
Figure 39: Emergency rescue, Karijini
establish a
Pilbara-based
employment workforce and continued recurring funding
support to sustain operations to look after country and
culture.
Insufficient funds to adequately resource Banjima people to
fully implement their strategic vision, plans and operations
will directly threaten their ability to deliver positive
outcomes.
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Pilbara region at a landscape scale, altering fire patterns,
modifying soil characteristics, or competing directly with
native species, with particular concern for those pest plant
species that pose a threat to particular habitats, especially
Mungardu and smaller Yinda's.

Invasive weeds

Figure 40: Ruby Dock weed, Pilbara

Invasion by pest
plant species is
mostly associated
with disturbance
activities such as
inappropriate fire
and grazing regimes
as well as mining
operations.

Banjima country weed infestations are relatively small,
mainly due to the large and remote areas however, the
threat of weed incursions is increasing with 300,000 people
visiting Karijini National Park increasing every year.
Continued mine exploration activities and very large scale
mine developments on Banjima country increase the threat
of new weed
incursions to
the landscape.

Major weeds currently impacting on Pilbara landscapes and
biodiversity values or which pose a future risk include
Mesquite (Prosopis sp), Buffel Grass (Cenchrus ciliaris),
Birdwood Grass (Cenchrus setiger), Kapok Bush (Aerva
javanica), Ruby Dock (Acetosa vesicaria), Bellyache Bush
(Jatropha gossypiifolia), Leucaena (Leucaena leucocephala
subsp. leucocephala), Raintree (Albizia
lebbeck) and Caribbean Stylo
(Stylosanthes hamata).

Mine Dewatering (loss of
water from system)
Mine dewatering removes groundwater
and can create permanent surface
flows if discharged directly into ephemeral drainage systems.
Significant
cultural
sites such as

Invasive weed
species occur
across the
Figure 41: Buffel Grass
weed, Pilbara
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Milimbirinya, an important Yinda where Wirlawali
(Weeli Wolli creek) meets
the Mungurdu (Fortescue
marsh) is an example of the
permanent cultural heritage
threats posed by ongoing
mine dewatering
operations.
Dewatering may affect the
rich groundwater dependent
ecosystems that Banjima country has identified as being an
international hotspot for stygofauna (groundwater dwelling
animals). Surface impacts by the unnatural presence of
permanent water or changed flow regimes can alter the
environment to significantly Figure 43: Dewatering outlet, Pilbara
alter the plants, animals
and whole ecosystems.

Cultural heritage impacts are often irreversible
when artefacts must be removed from sacred
sites. In addition to the mine site facilities, the
construction of roads, railways and other
supporting infrastructure, potential contamination
Figure 44: Pilbara mine sites and rail infrastructure

Abstracted groundwater that discharges into existing
permanent water bodies is known to alter water quality or
promote invasive species. Permanent water on the surface
(from mine dewatering or other sources, such as stock
watering points) will attract increased populations of
introduced pest species into potentially sensitive areas.

Mining Infrastructure Impacts

of water and soil resources, and altered fire regimes caused
by mine-related ignitions all accumulate the risk of negative
impacts Banjima lands and waters.

Mining is a significant industry in the Pilbara that directly
impacts on plants, animals and causes the loss and
fragmentation of whole habitats on Banjima country.

Including ATV bike access into Manggurdu and other Banjima
country areas. Also includes roadkill impacts by added
vehicle movements on Manggurdu.
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our projects
The following pages describe the Projects we will pursue to reduce Management Issues and protect the Assets. Objectives have
been set for each Strategy and Indicators have been defined to help monitor our progress. We will continue to monitor these
Indicators, and adjust our Strategy if we are not achieving the expected results.

Banjima Capacity Development
Objectives: By 2021, Banjima Country Management is
funded by WA Govt to deliver two ongoing programs that
are directly attributable to protecting Banjima targets
By 2021, Banjima Country Management has an established
revenue-generating program via fee-for-service land
management activities and is employing 15 individual
Banjima persons (part-time) to undertake activities on
Banjima country
Developing Banjima capacity involves supporting Banjima
Native Title Aboriginal Corporation, Banjima Country
Management and the Banjima Ranger team establishment
and ongoing country and culture operations. Investing into
major infrastructure projects that directly benefit
Banjima's desired outcomes such as living on country with
the help and support of partners and increasing the level
of community engagement, access and involvement in
Figure 45: Major infrastructure development, Karijini
Banjima projects. This Project will develop Banjima
capacity in support of BNTAC, Banjima Country
Management, ranger team and major project infrastructure establishment with increased community engagement and
partnership management leading to successful implementation of the Banjima Yurlubajagu Strategic Plan.
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Surveys and Monitoring
Objectives: By 2021, all Banjima Country Management survey and monitoring activities are fully funded and logistically
supported to demonstrate progress and improvements to Banjima targets
By 2021, Banjima rangers are visibly active and operating on Banjima country and engage with visitors seeking information on
Banjima country and people
Supporting Banjima
people to be out oncountry overseeing survey
and monitoring activities
such as visiting Yinda
waters and regularly going
to Manggurdu (Fortescue
River and floodplain) to
see what is happening on
Banjima lands and
Figure 47: Water survey testing
waters. Increasing the
level of surveys and
monitoring by Banjima people increases Banjima knowledge on
the health of country, supports cultural practices and helps
direct what Banjima need to do to look after country in the
right way.
This project will establish Banjima Country Management
programs that financially and logistically support Banjima
people to undertake/oversee survey and monitoring activities on-country and increase monitoring activities so that it provides
Banjima people with direct knowledge links and improved
Figure 46: Water monitoring
understanding as to country health.
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Water Protection
Objectives: By 2021, the net water loss or gain from Manggurdu (Fortescue River and floodplain) system is measured and
assessed to be within sustainability parameters as defined by the EPA
By 2021, Manggurdu measurements are being recorded by Banjima Country Management to demonstrate condition improvement
The most important cultural responsibility is for Banjima to protect water flows along Manggurdu (Fortescue River and
floodplain) and yinda waters and gorge springs on Banjima country. To do this Banjima people need to be on country, moving
through the landscape and checking the water quality and seeing what changes are happening to Banjima waters and talking
with others about protecting these very important Banjima assets. This project will help improve water quality and maintain
environmental water flows along Manggurdu (Fortescue River and floodplain) and in yinda water and gorge springs

Figure 48: Noel Nannup describes Warlu
(spiritual water snake) interpretation on
Manggurdu

Figure 49: Water survey on Manggurdu
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Access Management
Objectives: By 2021, land managers operating on Banjima country do not put in-place any access restrictions for Banjima people
to move through country
By 2021, Banjima Country Management has completed negotiations with WA Govt on an Indigenous Land Use Agreement (ILUA)
and Joint Management Agreement on the Banjima management of Karijini National Park's Banjima country
By 2021, BNTAC and WA Govt have agreed strategies established to allow Banjima Country Management to address country and
culture matters safely without risk of asbestos contamination
Banjima people should feel encouraged and be supported to access country as it is their
traditional right to do so and is critically important for managing country and
maintaining culture. There are many other organisations and people with land
management interests on
Banjima country who must be
engaged with to ensure sensible
access management
arrangements are in-place so
that Banjima people do not find
locked gates in places where
they are not allowed. This
project will support Banjima
people to feel encouraged and
supported to access country

Figure 50: Restricted access, Pilbara
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Figure 51: Indigenous rangers
accessing country
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Fire Management
Objectives: By 2021, all near miss incidents due to fire management activities are being recorded and responded to by Banjima
Country Management
By 2021, Banjima's burn program has directly contributed to a mosaic burn pattern across 50% of Banjima country
Banjima people use fire to look after country; to protect
cultural heritage places, to source bush Mandu (meat) and to
maintain areas of regularly burnt country so that important
bush plants can grow. Banjima Country Management will
support the Banjima Rangers to do fire management and
help to coordinate fire activities across all of Banjima
country so that important Banjima values are protected.

Figure 53: Planned burning, Karijini National Park

They will work together with fire agencies and land managers to
make sure Banjima voices are heard. This Project will ensure
effective fire management activities occur that benefit Banjima
targets overseen and undertaken by Banjima Country
Management.

Figure 52: Traditional spinifex burning
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Feral Herbivore Management
Objective:

By 2021 unmanaged cattle found in Manggurdu is a rare occurrence only

Animals that do not belong on Banjima country and which eat all the plants and vegetation need to be managed and
controlled. Banjima Rangers will need to work next to some cattle station areas to make sure fences are in-place and working so
that there are no unwanted feral animals found roaming into important Banjima places such as Milimbirinya Yinda waters. There
are other organisations working on Banjima country that want to reduce and remove feral animals who will help Banjima people
to do this work. This Project will monitor, control and where possible eradicate feral herbivore pest animals on Banjima country
to less than current known populations.

Figure 55: Cattle trap yards, Pilbara
Figure 54: Cattle impacts on floodplains, Pilbara
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Feral Predator Management
Objective: By 2026 no major feral predator population increases are known to have occurred in the Manggurdu catchment
Animals that do not belong on Banjima country and which eat other animals, fish and
reptiles need to be managed and controlled. Banjima Rangers will need to work
with other organisations working on Banjima country that want to reduce and
remove feral animals and will help Banjima people to do this work. This will involve
Banjima people helping to shoot, trap and bait feral animals and using their
Banjima hunting knowledge, skills and expertise. This project will monitor, control
and where
possible
reduce the
impact of feral
predator pest
animals on
Banjima
country to less
than the
damage caused
by current
known
populations.

Figure 57: Poison bait preparation, Pilbara

Figure 56: Feral cat control
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Mine Activity Engagement
Objectives: By 2021 dewatering impacts on Banjima assets and loss of water reduced
By 2021, Milimbirinya yinda near Wirlawali Creek is measured and recorded to be in better condition than 2016 condition.
By 2021, Banjima Country Management is engaged and funded by WA Govt to directly address asbestos threats to the Banjima
people
Banjima country has the most concentrated mining activity area in Australia. Banjima people must be engaged on all activities
that affect their lands and waters which means that there is a lot of talking to governments, mine companies and many other
people so that Banjima traditional rights and interests are protected. Banjima Country Management is to coordinate and manage
the high demands for information and approvals by mining companies on Banjima people. This project will engage with all
mining companies operating on Banjima lands and maintain Banjima people’s awareness of mining conditions and actively
monitor, oversee and where appropriate authorise all mining activities so as to minimise or eliminate harmful impacts on
Banjima assets.

Figure 58: Pilbara minesite
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Figure 59: Jimmy Wilson, BHP President of Iron Ore seated
between Maitland and Slim Parker
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Weed Management
Objective: By 2021, no new weed infestations have been recorded in Manggurdu from known weed species listed in 2016
Plants that don’t belong on Banjima country and which destroy other good plants and vegetation need to be managed and
controlled. Banjima Rangers will need to work with other organisations working on Banjima country that want to reduce and
remove weeds and will help Banjima people to do this work. This will involve Banjima people helping to spray, burn and in some
cases physically remove weeds and using their Banjima knowledge of healthy country to manage weeds. This project will
monitor, control and where possible eradicate weed infestations that directly threaten or impact on Banjima assets.

Figure 61: Spray pump maintenance

Figure 60: Mesquite weed spray
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Cultural Heritage Program
Objectives: By 2021, 80% of all recorded Banjima cultural sites are fenced and protected against feral herbivore damage
By 2021, Banjima Rangers have been directly engaged to supervise one repatriation project for Banjima cultural artefacts
Banjima language, lore and cultural knowledge must be protected. Banjima people are responsible for maintaining their cultural
heritage and to make sure that the elders are able to pass on to the next generations all of the critically important country and
culture knowledge. Banjima Country Management will manage cultural heritage activities that protect Banjima interests and
coordinate engagement with Banjima people to make sure culture stays strong

Figure 62: Maitland Parker, Karijini
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learning as we go
The fundamental question facing any team is: "Are our strategies working?" To answer this question, we will periodically collect
data on a number of indicators that gauge how well our strategies are keeping the critical Management Issues in check and, in
turn, whether the viability of our conservation Assets is improving.
When we talk about Reporting, we are looking at reporting on 3 things:
•
•
•

Implementation – are we using the plan?
Effectiveness – are the strategies working?
Status – are our targets improving?

Figure shows how these three things are linked together.
Figure provides a general calendar to follow for when these would be
done over the life of the plan.
Implementation Monitoring (Activity / Jobs)
Implementation monitoring and reporting is the simplest and most
frequently carried out. Implementation monitoring simply answers the
question “Are we using the plan?”, and is a regular review of the
Actions in the work plan to see if they are being done, and check their
progress.
Figure 63: How the different monitoring fits together to tell us what
we are achieving
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Figure 64: Calendar showing times for each type of review and reporting
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Effectiveness Monitoring (Strategy / Objectives)
Effectiveness monitoring focuses on the Strategies and Objectives, and whether we are seeing change that shows we are being
successful. Effectiveness monitoring builds on implementation monitoring, but in addition to simply recording activity, we look
at all the information we have collected from the work completed and think about what that it showing us (eg more or less
weeds)
Status Monitoring
Status monitoring focuses on the Targets and their ongoing health. It tells us whether, with all the activities and successes in our
strategies, we are actually seeing an improvement in the targets we are working to make healthy. Status monitoring is typically
the most difficult of the three levels of monitoring, and requires the greatest investment in time and resources, both for data
capture as well as for analysis.
Asset

Indicator

Yinda Water and Gorge Springs

Availability of fish in Yinda / Springs
Number of visitor incidents at Yinda / Springs
Condition of the plants around Yinda / Springs
Yinda water quality and quantity (how good / how much)
Number of Feral Bees
Number of Weeds

Karijini and Birdirrla Ranges

Increased fire regime in Karijini | Birdirrla
Habitat quality in Karijini | Birdirrla
Number of visitors to Karijini | Birdirrla

Manggurdu

Abundance of water birds in Manggurdu
Water quality in Manggurdu
Habitat quality in Manggurdu

Banjima Wellbeing

Supportive community
Abundance of jobs
Youth engagement with Elders
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Bush Mandu

Availability of Mandu in season
Banjima knowledge of when to get Mandu
Fire regimes
Banjima knowledge of how to get Mandu

Bush Plants

Increased fire regimes
Availability of bush plants (food / medicines) in season
Banjima knowledge and use of bush plants

Banjima Physical Heritage

Appearance of cultural sites
Cultural sites intact
Abundance of cultural sites

Cultural and Traditional Knowledge

Transfer of knowledge
Condition of cultural sites
Banjima permission being requested
Use of language
Practice of traditional lore ceremonies

Table 3: Assets and indicators that will form the basis of a monitoring program
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adapting the plan
Adapting the plan is an ongoing process of regular review, and is not left to the end of the proposed plan time. Creating a
"culture" of review is important to ensure that work being done in the plan is as effective as possible, and requires the following
key elements.
1. Regular quarterly review of implementation by the Operational team
2. Effective learning also depends on being able to review previous work, outcomes and results. It is essential that a simple
approach to information be established to keep track of all records relating to implementing the plan. A simple "folder" approach
is cheap and easy to implement, storing any materials, reports, photographs, Cyber tracker logs etc, in folders under project or
asset names.
Supported by simple record keeping the small regular reviews will feed up
into larger mid-term and full plan reviews as shown.
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